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56 The Challenge

irection to the outrage and unrest
Iinks with other foices of rebel_
tablish organizational links with

re reva n t rema rks by Mao; ",, n li,lI"j"" ff[X:::f , : LT f i]rely on the local ,."1r: you cannot a"p"ra on the.";,."i;;;;r"
T.":t.. He is speaking. specifically of imperialist a;;-.;;.,china and the rikerihood of nucrear'aitu.r., as part of this.)This is very much related to _ and another dimension and

rtance of political prepara_
ly illustrates the imporiance
(among its majn social base

and with really nothing but their

the partv's inruence and roots Hl#J:Lffi;;,09",3"''"t
rt of political (and ideological)

what seems to be an increasing;n.ia"n.. oiTV shows, etc., com_ing out in the u's' now where-ordinr.f-hour"*ives and others
). We from our side and with
ontent to this must stress it all
is is popularizing historical ex_
of ordinary masses coming to
ances to take responsibilitv for

makes alr the difference. 
its vanguard forces, when this
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'l'he Potential Role
of Black (and Other) Prisoners

As a group, they can go either way; in fact they will split there

n." ,*. hard-core lumpen/criminal elements among them who

will be much more likely to be in the counterrevolutionary camp

when it comes down to it, but there are many who are much

more victims than victimizers - victims of and opponents of

magnified many times, in fact take on qualitatively new and dif-

ferent dimensions, when things reach the point of the armed

struggle for power).
We would do great harm to the revolutionary cause - to

the actual chances of winning - if we were not able to utilize,

unleash, and channel this. Here, besides what is said on this in

lhe Neu: Programme of the party, Mao's comments on the use of

similar forces, especially at the start of the revolutionary armed

struggle in china, are worth thinkingabouL "when we started to

fighi battles, we depended on vagrants because they dared to

die. There was a time when the army wanted to weed out the

vagrant elements, but I opposed iL"27 On the other hand, he

stressed from the beginning that the erroneous ideological and

political tendencies that tend to arise am

the "roving rebel band" mentality, must

that to be able to handle this it was cruci
of the party and the army among the basic working people -
workers and peasants.2s Ye! once again, Mao's policy was to

find the ways to correct such mistaken tendencies and give

,7 Mao, "Highlights of Forum on Central Committee Work (December 20, 1964)'"

M isce llany, Part ll, p. 421'
2s See Mao, "On Correcting M istaken ldeas in the Party,"MSW' Voll' ppl05-116'
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